
Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 1 of 7Student Name: Student ID #Question 1: Sensor Models for Mapping. 20 points.Jim wants to have his robot map the hallways and rooms in his building. However, he isn't onvined thatthe sonar model given in hapter 11 of his textbook is aurate and he thinks that onstruting his ownsonar model, either empirially or analytially, would be too diÆult. So, Jim onsiders using a simple lasersensor instead. This laser sensor sends out a short pulse of narrowly foused light (a laser pulse) in whateverdiretion it is pointing and measures the time it takes for the pulse to be reeted and return. Under normaloperating onditions, this sensor has a maximum range of about 25 feet.Jim thinks that it would be easier to empirially onstrut and use (integrate into mapping ode) a modelfor this sensor than it is to empirially onstrut and use a model for a sonar sensor.List and explain two reasons that Jim is right.



Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 2 of 7Question 2: Bayesian Mapping. 20 points.Unlike Jim, Osama deides to use the sonar model given in the textbook. He implements it on his robot,whih uses a standard Polaroid \lab grade" ultrasoni transduer with a maximum range of 25 feet. Heuses the ommon assumption that P(Oupied) = P(Empty) = 0.5 and initializes his robot's oupany gridaordingly. Then he positions the robot 24 1/2 feet from a wall in a big, open room and takes a reading.Sure enough, the sonar returns a reading of 24.5 feet. Osama is quite pleased until he sees that, in the mapthat his robot is using, the grid element orresponding to the wall diretly in front of the sonar at a rangeof 24.5 feet has been updated to have a probability of being oupied of 0.4998 and a probability of beingempty of 0.5002 whereas all the grid elements diretly between the one orresponding to the robot's positionand the one orresponding to the wall have been updated to have a probability of being oupied of 0.51and a probability of being empty of 0.49.[Math help: 0.51 * 0.98 = .4998℄A. Why is Osama bothered by these updated values?

B. Where is the problem in the system?



Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 3 of 7Question 3: Dempster-Shafer Theory. 10 points.Charlie deides to use Dempster-Shafer Theory for his robot's mapping. His robot gets a reading for apartiular grid element that indiates a belief mass of 0.9 for that element to be oupied and 0.1 for a\don't know" mass for that element. Beause this was the �rst reading that his robot took, he alulatesthat after updating from the initial state, the new values for this grid element should be m(Oupied) = 0.9,m(Empty) = 0.0, and m(don't know) = 0.1. He heks his robot's readings for that grid element and thenumbers math. So far, so good.Then Charlie's robot moves and gets another reading for that same ell but this time the new readingindiates a belief mass of 0.9 for that element to be empty and 0.1 for \don't know." Charlie reasons thatthese two oniting readings should put the robot in a state with a large belief mass for \don't know."Using pen and paper, he alulates that the overlap for the onit should be 0.9 * 0.9 = 0.81 and theoverlap for the two \don't know" beliefs should be 0.1 * 0.1 = 0.01. He adds these up and gets 0.82 for thetotal \don't know" belief mass after two readings, and gets 0.9 * 0.1 = 0.09 for the belief mass for oupiedand 0.9 * 0.1 = 0.09 for the belief mass for empty. These values add up niely to a total belief mass of 1.0and Charlie is happy.However, when Charlie heks the values returned by his robot for this grid ell, he's onfused. The robot'supdated values after two readings are m(Oupied) � 0.47, m(Empty) � 0.47, and m(don't know) � 0.05.[Math help: 0.09 / 0.19 � 0.47 and 0.01 / 0.19 � 0.05℄Is Charlie's problem on paper, in his ode, both, or neither? Explain your answer.



Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 4 of 7Question 4: Loalization and Map Making. 10 points.Chris has a robot equipped with a laser range�nder (for whih he has �gured out appropriate sensor modelsand orretly implemented ode for updating the oupany grid on his robot) and shaft enoders. Hemoves his robot around to several known loations, has it take readings, has it update its oupany grid,and heks the results. Everything heks out.Now he believes that his robot is ready to run around his building and build a map of the hallways. Heknows that the basi layout of the halls is as shown below, so he deides to have it run around and aroundthe outer hallway loop (as also shown below) until the values in the map stop hanging muh (onvergewithin some tolerane), then have it map the other halls.
Chris starts up his robot and it moves around the loop one, twie, three times, four, ... and just keeps ongoing. Not only do the values not onverge but they are still hanging just as muh the hundredth timearound the loop as they did the seond.Explain what might be going on and how Chris ould address this problem.



Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 5 of 7Question 5: Heterogeneity in Multiple Robot Systems. 10 points.Aording to Balh's soial entropy measure, whih is the more heterogeneous olletion of robots?1. A group of 50 small, ball-shaped, sensor robots that an roll around and detet radiation teamed witha humanoid robot that ommuniates with the sensor robots and instruts nearby people what to doif radiation is deteted, or2. The 10 robots built by the 10 teams in this lass for projet 2.Explain your answer.



Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 6 of 7Question 6: Cooperation in Multiple Robot Systems. 10 points.A. Can ALLIANCE be used for ative ooperation? Explain your answer.

B. Can ALLIANCE be used for non-ative ooperation? Explain your answer.



Intro to Intelligent Robotis EXAM 3 Spring 2002, Page 7 of 7Question 7: Multi-Robot Loalization and Mapping. 20 points.You want a team of robots to onstrut a map of this building (Sarkeys Energy Center) but you have no apriori reason to are if this map is metri or topologial.Your team onsists of 10 idential mobile robots, eah equipped with a olor amera and shaft enoders. Eahis able to ommuniate with all of the others using a wireless Ethernet system. They have no other sensingor ommuniation systems. They avoid bumping into obstales by using opti ow to estimate distane.You want to be able to plae them at random loations around the building, turn them on, and have eahone onstrut a loal map of what it �nds as it explores. Further, you want them to be able to merge theirloal maps to reate a global map when overlapping regions are found.Given the multi-robot system available to you, would you hoose to have your robots reate a metri ortopologial map. Explain your answer.


